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15 Good Reasons To Buy A SunnCamp

**GUYING TABS**
SunnCamp guying tabs are strong, reinforced and made from an Oxford material. They are carefully designed to spread the load and support the poles.

**LIGHT LIVING AREA**
SunnCamp’s clever colour combinations allow light into the living areas whilst keeping sleeping areas as protected from the early morning light as possible.

**POLE SLEEVES**
SunnCamp pole sleeves are constructed using a tough Oxford material to reduce the chances of pole damage. The pole sleeves are also slick on the inside to allow easier pole threading.

**VENTILATION**
Ventilation is important to reduce the effects of condensation, especially in fully enclosed tents. All SunnCamp tents have ample ventilation to both living and sleeping areas.

**HIGH VISIBILITY GUYLINES**
Guylines can be a dangerous trip hazard, especially with children around! Our pre attached high visibility guylines reduce this hazard to a minimum.

**DOUBLE SEAM GROUNDSHEET**
Our SIG System includes a clever double seam construction with additional valance/mudwall, to give the vulnerable groundsheet seam extra protection from the elements.

**TAPED SEAMS**
All possible seams are heat sealed with polyurethane tape to give extra waterproof protection. These seams do not normally require any further seam sealant.

**ADJUSTABLE TENSION STRAPS**
SunnCamp tents feature adjustable tension straps. Loosen the tension straps to insert the pole and then tighten the tension straps to help create the perfect pitch without struggling.

**PEGGING POINTS**
SunnCamp tents feature strong pegging points which are heavily reinforced with Oxford material. These stress bearing points are securely sewn in place using double bar tacking or flag stitching.

**HEAT REFLECTIVE GROUNDSHEET**
All SunnCamp tents come complete with our latest heat reflective groundsheets. The upper side is aluminium coated to reflect back some of the heat normally lost to the ground.

**COLOUR CODED INNER TENTS**
SunnCamp inner tents have colour coded hanging points making it easier and quicker to install them in flysheet first tents.

**COLOUR CODED POLES**
SunnCamp tents are designed to be easy to pitch and come with full instructions. To make set up even easier poles and pole sleeves are fully colour coded.

**DOUBLE SEAM COVERED ZIPS**
Zips are the most used and most vulnerable part of a tent. SunnCamp tents are fitted with strong self repairing zips with double seamed zip covers for greater protection.

**EASY-FIT PORCH POLE**
Many SunnCamp tents feature a handy rain porch over the main doors. These tents feature a unique Velcro "Easy-Fit Pocket" which means you don’t have to struggle or strain to fit the pole in position. Yet another SunnCamp innovation.
# 15 Good Reasons To Buy A SunnCamp

High specification tents with polyester flysheets and fully integrated sewn in groundsheets. These tents are loaded with SunnCamp features.

---

## Classic

Classic styled tents with polyester flysheets. This range offers value for money, allowing quality tents to be more accessible to the camper than ever before.

---

## Angling

Quality tents and shelters for the Angler/Fisherman in a functional olive green colour.

---

## Festival Tents

Tents with individuality and style for the festival goer who wants to be noticed.

---

## Frame Tent

The Frame Tent is given a twenty first century makeover with a technical acrylic coated flysheet.

---

## Garden Tents

Tents that are ideal for providing shelter at garden parties, barbecues, outdoor events or even alongside your pitch on-site.

---

## Utility Tents

A range of various structures to complement your tent, awning, caravan or trailer tent, creating additional living, storage and sanitation space as required. Some of these structures are also suitable for garden use.

---

## Shelters

Windbreaks to complement your tent, awning, caravan or trailer tent. Beach Shelters and Sunnshelters.

---

## CANOPIES & EXTENSIONS

A range of canopies and tent extensions designed to complement tents within the SunnCamp range. Some of these products are compatible with tents from SunnCamp's previous year's ranges and other tents available in the market place.

## HYDROSTATIC HEAD

SunnCamp’s ‘Sunntec’ polyester flysheets have a Polyurethane coating to provide a level of waterproofing in excess of British Standard requirements. Signature and Platinum models have a Hydrostatic Head of up to 5000mm whilst the Classic Range measures up to 4000mm.

## FLAME RETARDANT

All SunnCamp tents are constructed using flame retardant fabrics not only for the flysheet but also for the inner tents and groundsheets. In the event of the worst happening, this will give you and your family valuable extra time to evacuate.

## SIG SYSTEM

The SIG System quite simply means that we sew a groundsheet throughout the whole of the flysheet creating a fully sealed unit, keeping out all the creepy crawlies as well as the elements. With inner tents sitting on top, you get double protection at night!

## POLYESTER FLYSHEET

SunnCamp's specially sourced ‘Sunntec’ polyester is a high thread count Taffeta smooth weave material which is very strong and provides high weather and UV protection. Sunntec polyester will not sag when it gets wet unlike some inferior products. All SunnCamp models are constructed with a 190T fabric.

## ACRYLIC FLYSHEET

SunnCamp’s specially sourced ‘Sunntex’ fabric is a heavy duty, hard wearing 280 gm/square metre Polyester with an acrylic coating. The material is solution dyed to give vivid colour that will last.

## TAPED SEAMS

All possible seams are heat sealed with polyurethane tape to give extra waterproof protection. These seams do not normally require any further seam sealant.

---

Find us on Facebook @sunncamping
**PITCHMASTER 600**

Sleeps: 6
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel
Weight: 51kg Approx.
Height: 230cm

**FEATURES:**
- Integral sun canopy with sides and windows
- Two reception rooms
- Internal zipped access between front and rear living areas
- Front ‘D’ door to front living area
- Side canopy door with secondary mesh and eyebrow porch
- Side door with secondary mesh and covered porch to rear living area
- Canopy pole set included
- Front window with internal curtain
- Front ventilation window with internal zipped cover to front bedroom
- Large side window with covered ventilation and internal curtain
- Two rear windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains

**COLOUR:**
Blue/Grey

**PACK SIZE:**
Canvas 95L x 42W x 42H cm
Poles 95L x 31W x 17H cm

---

**CONSTELLATION 800**

Sleeps: 8 (6 + 2)
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 36.5kg Approx.
Height: 220cm

**FEATURES:**
- Front ‘J’ door
- Side ‘J’ door with secondary mesh and eyebrow porch
- Canopy door to side with secondary mesh
- Canopy poles included
- Internal side support bars
- Two front windows with internal curtains
- Two large side windows with covered ventilation and zipped integral curtains
- Three separate bedrooms 4+2+2
- Front two berth bedroom for optional guest/storage use
- Extra living space when front bedroom not in use
- Zipped divider curtain to four berth bedroom
- Access to bedrooms via separate ‘D’ doors
- Secondary mesh to all bedroom doors
- Storage pockets to all bedroom
- Ventilation to bedrooms with stiffened covers
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ ring hanging points in living area and bedrooms
- Integral wall organizers
- Secondary mesh to bedroom ‘D’ doors
- Storage pockets to bedroom
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**COLOUR:**
Blue/Grey

**PACK SIZE:**
Canvas 95L x 41W x 36H cm
Poles 95L x 31W x 17H cm

---

Designed to make the best use of a standard pitch size, the six berth Pitchmaster is possibly the first tent to offer two separate reception rooms each with its own entrance.

Six berth family tunnel tent which comes complete with an extra two berth bedroom for use as a guest’s bedroom/storage space. Alternatively use the tent without the extra two berth bedroom for extra living space.
**Triumph 800**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleeps</td>
<td>8/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitching</td>
<td>Flysheet first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrostatic Head</td>
<td>3000mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flysheet</td>
<td>75D Polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundsheet</td>
<td>SIG System PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Tent</td>
<td>Breathable Polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles</td>
<td>Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>49kg Approx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>230cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features:**
- Front door with covered porch
- Rear ‘D’ door with secondary mesh
- Two separate bedrooms 4+4 plus optional extra 2 berth bedroom
- En suite/storage area to both bedrooms (170cm x 100cm)
- Half ventilation window with zipped external cover to both en suites
- Two front and two side windows with internal curtains
- Two covered ventilation panels to living area
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ ring hanging points in living area and bedrooms
- Two integral wall organisers
- Secondary mesh to bedroom area ‘D’ doors
- Storage pockets to both bedrooms
- Zipped side ventilation to both bedrooms
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**Also Available:**
- Made To Measure Carpet
- Footprint Groundsheet
- Extra Two Berth Bedroom

| Colour | GREEN/GREY |

**Pack Size:**
- Canvas: 81L x 46W x 41H cm
- Poles: 81L x 28W x 23H cm

---

**Triumph 400**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleeps</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitching</td>
<td>Flysheet first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrostatic Head</td>
<td>3000mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flysheet</td>
<td>75D Polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundsheet</td>
<td>SIG System PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Tent</td>
<td>Breathable Polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles</td>
<td>Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>32kg Approx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>230cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features:**
- Front door with covered porch
- Rear ‘D’ door with secondary mesh
- Two separate bedrooms 2+2
- En suite to main bedroom (160cm x 100cm)
- Half ventilation window with zipped external cover to en suite
- One front and two side windows with internal curtains
- Two covered ventilation panels to living area
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ ring hanging points in living area and bedrooms
- Two integral wall organisers
- Secondary mesh to bedroom area ‘D’ doors
- Storage pockets to both bedrooms
- Zipped side ventilation to both bedrooms
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**Also Available:**
- Made To Measure Carpet
- Footprint Groundsheet

| Colour | GREEN/GREY |

**Pack Size:**
- Canvas: 79L x 37W x 34H cm
- Poles: 77L x 24W x 19H cm
TEPEE 500 DL

Sleeps: 5
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 27.4kg Approx.
Height: 320cm

FEATURES:
- Integral front Sun Canopy Extension
- Large double front door with secondary mesh
- Two front canopy windows
- Two side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
- Fitted top cap with ventilation
- Rear bedroom pod
- Five berth bedroom with zipped divider (3+2)
- Access to bedrooms via two separate ‘D’ doors
- Secondary mesh to both bedroom doors
- Storage pockets to bedroom
- Integral organiser to bedroom wall
- Rear ventilation to bedroom with stiffened cover
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

Three berth version of the cool and innovative tepee style tent. Ideal as a touring tent, quick and easy to erect with lots of space.

A cool and innovative tepee style tent without any compromise on space. The design incorporates a five berth rear bedroom pod which frees up the tepee style living area.
**MERCURY 400**

- **Sleeps:** 4
- **Pitching:** Flysheet first
- **Hydrostatic Head:** 5000mm
- **Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
- **Groundsheet:** SIG System PE
- **Inner Tent:** Breathable Polyester
- **Poles:** Fibreglass
- **Weight:** 17.8kg Approx.
- **Height:** 220cm

**Also Available:**
- Made To Measure Carpet
- Footprint Groundsheet

**Colour:** BLUE/GREY

**Features:**
- Front door with secondary mesh and eyebrow porch
- Internal side support bar
- Two side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtain
- Large four berth bedroom
- Access to bedroom via ‘D’ door with secondary mesh
- Rear ventilation to bedroom with stiffened cover
- ‘O’ ring hanging points in living area and both bedrooms
- Integral organiser to bedroom wall
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**The Mercury 400 is an innovative two hoop, transverse design, four berth tent offering excellent living and bedroom space for a compact size. Simple and quick to erect yet offers great stability during inclement weather conditions.**

---

**ELISE 400 DL**

- **Sleeps:** 4
- **Pitching:** Flysheet first
- **Hydrostatic Head:** 5000mm
- **Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
- **Groundsheet:** SIG System PE
- **Inner Tent:** Breathable Polyester
- **Poles:** Fibreglass
- **Weight:** 17.2kg Approx.
- **Height:** 200cm

**Also Available:**
- Made To Measure Carpet
- Footprint Groundsheet
- Elise DL Extension

**Colour:** ESPRESSO/MUSHROOM

**Features:**
- Front canopy door with secondary mesh
- Canopy pole set included
- Side door with eyebrow porch
- Two front windows with internal curtains
- Two side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
- Cable entry point
- ‘O’ ring hanging point to living area and both bedrooms
- Four berth bedroom with zipped divider curtain (2+2)
- Integral organiser to bedroom wall
- Secondary mesh to bedroom ‘D’ doors
- Rear ventilation to bedroom with stiffened cover
- Storage pockets to bedrooms
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**The Elise 400 DL is far more spacious than the average four berth tourer yet remains quick and easy to set up. It has a porch covered entrance and secondary door mesh to keep out the bugs.**
ELAN 400

Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 29.9kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Made To Measure Carpet
Footprint Groundsheet
Evolution DL Extension

COLOUR: BLUE/GREY

FEATURES:
- Front door with eyebrow porch
- Canopy door with zipped gussets
- Wheel chair access to rear
- Canopy pole set included
- Two large side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
- Two ventilation panels with stiffened cover to both bedrooms
- Zipped rear ventilation to both bedrooms
- Two separate two berth bedrooms
- Access to bedrooms via ‘D’ doors with secondary mesh
- Integral organiser to both bedroom walls
- Storage pockets to both bedrooms
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ ring hanging points in living area
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

PACK SIZE: 73L x 35W x 31H cm

ELAN 200

Sleeps: 2
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 25.9kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Made To Measure Carpet
Footprint Groundsheet
Evolution DL Extension

COLOUR: BLUE/GREY

FEATURES:
- Side door with eyebrow porch
- Canopy door with gussets to opposite side
- Canopy pole set included
- Large front picture windows with internal curtain
- Two side windows with internal curtain
- Two ventilation with stiffened cover to both living and bedroom areas
- Zipped rear ventilation to bedroom
- Two berth bedroom
- Access to bedroom via ‘D’ doors with secondary mesh
- Integral organiser to bedroom wall
- Storage pockets to bedroom area
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ ring hanging point in living area
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

PACK SIZE: 73L x 35W x 31H cm
EVOLUTION 400 PLUS

Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 14.7kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

The Evolution 400 Plus has a porch covered entrance, a canopy door with secondary mesh, good front headroom and the availability of a tent extension.

FEATURES:
- Geodesic design
- Two large side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
- ‘O’ ring hanging point to living area and bedroom
- Four berth bedroom
- Mesh panel to bedroom door
- Rear ventilation to bedroom
- Storage pockets in bedroom
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

EVOLUTION 400

Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 13kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

The most eye catching tent on the market. This four berth geodesic dome tent is not just a great looker; it's a great performer too!

FEATURES:
- Geodesic design
- Side ‘J’ door with eyebrow porch
- Side canopy door with secondary mesh
- Canopy pole set included
- Half ventilation front window
- ‘O’ ring hanging point to living area and bedroom
- Extra front ventilation
- Four berth bedroom
- Storage pockets in bedroom
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

EVOLUTION 300

Sleeps: 3
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 5000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 9.9kg Approx.
Height: 130cm

The Evolution geodesic design with a fully sewn in groundsheet is now available to the backpacker!

FEATURES:
- Geodesic design
- Two side ‘D’ doors
- Two front windows with internal curtains
- Roof light half ventilation window
- ‘O’ ring hanging point to living area and bedroom
- Four berth bedroom
- Storage pockets in bedroom
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection
INVADER 800

Sleeps: 8
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 27.3kg Approx.
Height: 225cm

Extended version of the popular Invader 600 tunnel tent offering three separate bedrooms for up to eight people with loads of living space.

FEATURES:
• Front ‘D’ door
• Side canopy door
• Two side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
• Two front windows with internal curtain
• Internal side support bars
• Three separate bedrooms 4+2
• Cable entry point
• Cable tidy
• Hanging point to living area
• Integral organiser to bedroom wall
• Double seamed zips on doors
• Ventilation panels to bedroom ‘D’ doors with zipped covers
• Rear ventilation to bedrooms with stiffened cover
• Storage pockets to all bedrooms
• Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

INVADER 600

Sleeps: 6
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 25.5kg Approx.
Height: 225cm

This six berth family tunnel tent is simple and quick to erect, yet offers excellent accommodation with two separate bedrooms, plenty of windows, ventilation and a side canopy door.

FEATURES:
• Front ‘D’ door
• Side canopy door
• Two side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
• Two front windows with internal curtain
• Internal side support bars
• Two separate bedrooms 4+2
• Cable entry point
• Cable tidy
• Hanging point to living area
• Integral organiser to bedroom wall
• Double seamed zips on doors
• Ventilation panels to bedroom ‘D’ doors with zipped covers
• Rear ventilation to bedrooms with stiffened cover
• Storage pockets to all bedrooms
• Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection
INVADER 400
Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 22.5kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

FEATURES:
• Front ‘D’ door with eyebrow porch
• Side canopy door
• Two side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
• Two front windows with internal curtains
• One four berth bedroom
• Roll away divider curtain to bedroom
• Cable entry point

SHADOW 800 DL
Sleeps: 8
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 28kg Approx.
Height: 220cm

FEATURES:
• Front ‘D’ door with eyebrow porch
• Rear canopy door
• Front window with covered ventilation and internal curtain
• Three separate bedrooms 4+2+2
• Roll away divider curtain to four berth bedroom
• Cable entry point
• Cable tidy
• ‘O’ ring hanging point to living area and bedrooms
• Double seamed zips on doors
• Ventilation panels to bedroom doors
• Rear ventilation to bedrooms with stiffened covers
• Storage pockets to bedrooms
• Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

Also Available:
Made to Measure Carpet
Footprint Groundsheet
Evolution DL Extension
Canopy Pole Kit

COLOUR: BLUE/GREY/BLACK

This four berth version of the Invader has all the same features and appeal of the larger 8 and 6 berth models.

PACK SIZE:
83L x 31W x 31H cm

This eight berth family tent is a stylish and spacious vis a vis style tent with a versatile three bedroom arrangement, a porch covered front door, rear canopy door and a large front vented window.

PACK SIZE:
80L x 34.6W x 34.5H cm

COLOUR: BLUE/GREY
**SHADOW 600 DL**

Sleeps: 6
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 23kg Approx.
Height: 220cm

**FEATURES:**
- Front ‘D’ door with eyebrow porch
- Rear canopy door with picture window and internal curtain
- Three separate bedrooms 2+2+2
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ ring hanging point to living area and all bedrooms
- Double seamed zips on doors
- Ventilation panels to bedroom doors
- Rear ventilation to bedrooms with stiffened covers
- Storage pockets to all bedrooms
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**SHADOW 400**

Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 19.5kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

**FEATURES:**
- Front ‘D’ door with eyebrow porch
- Rear Canopy Door with picture window and internal curtain
- Two separate bedrooms 2+2
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- ‘O’ring hanging point to living area and bedrooms
- Ventilation panels to bedroom doors
- Zipped rear ventilation to bedrooms
- Storage pockets to bedrooms
- Canopy poles included
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection
**KURO 700**

**Sleeps:** 7  
**Pitching:** Flysheet first  
**Hydrostatic Head:** 4000mm  
**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester  
**Groundsheet:** SIG System PE  
**Inner Tent:** Breathable Polyester  
**Poles:** Fibreglass  
**Weight:** 18.5kg Approx.  
**Height:** 210cm  

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**  
Made To Measure Carpet  
Footprint Groundsheet  
Canopy Pole Kit  
Kuro 700 Extension  

**COLOUR:** GREEN/GREY  

**FEATURES:**  
- Front canopy door  
- Side ‘D’ door  
- Two front windows with internal curtains  
- Covered ventilation on side wall  
- Two separate bedrooms 3+4  
- Ventilation panels to bedroom ‘D’ doors  
- ‘O’ ring hanging point in bedroom  
- Rear ventilation to bedroom with stiffened cover  
- Storage pockets to bedrooms  
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection  

**PACK SIZE:** 65L x 34W x 34H cm  

---  

**ENTERPRISE 800**

**Straightforward and uncomplicated, this ultimate value eight berth vis a vis family tent offers spacious living and bedroom accommodation.**  

**Sleeps:** 8  
**Pitching:** Flysheet first  
**Hydrostatic Head:** 4000mm  
**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester  
**Groundsheet:** SIG System PE  
**Inner Tent:** Breathable Polyester  
**Poles:** Fibreglass  
**Weight:** 20kg Approx.  
**Height:** 195cm  

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**  
Made To Measure Carpet  
Footprint Groundsheet  
Canopy Pole Kit  
Kuro 700 Extension  

**COLOUR:** GREEN/GREY  

**FEATURES:**  
- Front canopy door  
- Front ventilation to living area with zipped cover  
- Two separate bedrooms 4+4  
- Roll back divider curtains to both bedrooms  
- Ventilation panels to front of bedrooms  
- Hanging point to living area and bedrooms  
- Rear ventilation to bedrooms with stiffened covers  
- Storage pockets to all bedrooms  
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection  

**PACK SIZE:** 79L x 37W x 34H cm  

---  

**Floor Plan & Side Elevation**  

**Enterprise 800**  

**Floor Plan & Side Elevation**  

**Kuro 700**  

**Floor Plan & Side Elevation**  

**Enterprise 800**  

**Floor Plan & Side Elevation**
ALANA 700 DL

Sleeps: 7
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 31kg Approx.
Height: 230cm

 FEATURES:
- Front and back doors - Two position roll back
- Two large integral canopies, front and back
- Two windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
- Side door with occasional canopy option
- Two end windows with internal curtains
- Two separate bedroom areas 5+2
- Roll away divider curtain to 5 berth inner tent
- Rear door to 2 berth inner for external access

ALANA 400

Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 22kg Approx.
Height: 210cm

 FEATURES:
- Front, two position, roll back door
- Large integral front canopy
- Rear canopy door
- Front and side windows with covered ventilation and internal curtains
- Four berth inner tent
- Roll away divider curtain to bedroom
- Cable entry point
- Cable tidy
- Hanging point to living area
- Integral organiser to inner tent wall
- Double seamed zips on doors
- Ventilation panels to bedroom 'D' doors with zipped covers
- Rear ventilation to 5 berth bedroom area with stiffened cover
- Storage pockets to bedrooms
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

Also available:
- Made to Measure Carpet
- Footprint Groundsheet
- Canopy Pole Kit

Colour:
BLUE/GREY/BLACK
SILHOUETTE 400

Sleeps: 4
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 12kg Approx.
Height: 180cm

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Made To Measure Carpet
Footprint Groundsheet
Canopy Pole Kit

COLOUR:
CHARCOAL/GREY

FEATURES:
• Front canopy door
• Half ventilation window with pegging external cover to side
• Two separate pre fitted bedrooms 2+2
• Ventilation panels to bedroom doors with zipped covers
• Half ventilation windows with external curtain to both bedrooms
• Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

PACK SIZE:
65L x 25W x 25H cm

The silhouette four berth family vis a vis tent is easy and quick to pitch with pre-fitted inner tents and a fully sewn in groundsheet.

SILHOUETTE 200

Sleeps: 2
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: SIG System PE
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass
Weight: 10.8kg Approx.
Height: 180cm

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Made To Measure Carpet
Footprint Groundsheet

COLOUR:
CHARCOAL/GREY

FEATURES:
• Large two position roll back front door
• Integral porch over front door
• Half ventilation window with pegging external cover to side
• Cable entry point
• Pre fitted two berth bedroom
• Ventilation panel to bedroom door with zipped cover
• Half ventilation windows with external curtain to bedroom
• Storage pockets to bedroom
• Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

PACK SIZE:
65L x 24W x 24H cm

The Silhouette 200 is a two berth touring tent with an excellent sized living area, a pre-fitted inner tent and a fully sewn in groundsheet.
NIRVANA 500

Sleeps: 5
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: PE included for porch
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 12kg Approx.
Height: 200cm

COLOUR: BLACK/GREY

FEATURES:
• Front canopy door
• Canopy pole set included
• Side ‘D’ door
• Two front windows with internal curtains
• Groundsheet for living area
• Five berth bedroom
• Ventilated bedroom ‘D’ door
• Storage pockets to bedroom
• Additional porch mudflap for extra protection

PACK SIZE: 68L x 26W x 23H cm

NIRVANA 300

Sleeps: 3
Pitching: Flysheet first
Hydrostatic Head: 4000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Groundsheet: PE included for porch
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 9.5kg Approx.
Height: 180cm

COLOUR: BLUE/GREY

FEATURES:
• Front canopy door
• Side ‘D’ door
• Two front windows with internal curtains
• Groundsheet for living area
• Three berth bedroom
• Ventilated bedroom ‘D’ door
• Storage pockets to bedroom
• Additional porch mudflap for extra protection

PACK SIZE: 70L x 20W x 20H cm

Also available: Canopy Pole Kit

Five berth dome tent with extended porch, remarkable space in both bedroom and porch areas with ample headroom to stand throughout.

Three berth version of the popular and classic Nirvana design with side door access and front canopy door.
**ANGLER PLUS**

Sleeps: 2  
Pitching: Flysheet first  
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm  
Flysheet: 75D Polyester  
Groundsheet: PE included for porch  
Inner Tent: Breathable Polyester  
Poles: Fibreglass  
Weight: 6.4kg Approx.  
Height: 160cm

**FEATURES:**  
- Front canopy door  
- Two front windows with internal curtains  
- Two berth bedroom  
- Groundsheet for living area  
- Non guying porch extension  
- Rear ventilation to bedroom  
- Ventilation to bedroom ‘D’ door  
- Storage pockets to bedroom

**FISHING HUT**

Sleeps: N/A  
Pitching: Flysheet only  
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm  
Flysheet: 75D Polyester  
Groundsheet: Sewn into flysheet  
Inner Tent: N/A  
Poles: Fibreglass  
Weight: 2.5kg Approx.  
Height: 130cm

**FEATURES:**  
- Easy to erect, two pole design  
- Front ‘D’ door  
- Full secondary mesh door panel  
- Door storage pocket  
- Storage pockets to inside  

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**  
Canopy Pole Kit  

**COLOUR:**  
GREEN

**FISHING HUT**

**COLOUR:**  
OLIVE GREEN

**PACK SIZE:**  
56L x 18W x 18H cm

**PACK SIZE:**  
64.5L x 10.5W x 10.5H cm
**MONO TEPEE 200**

- **Sleeps:** 2
- **Pitching:** Flysheet Only
- **Hydrostatic Head:** 2000mm
- **Flysheet:** Polyester
- **Groundsheet:** SIG System PE
- **Inner Tent:** N/A
- **Poles:** Steel
- **Weight:** 2.65kg Approx.
- **Height:** 150cm

**Features:**
- Geodesic design
- Sewn in groundsheet
- Front ‘D’ door
- Rear ventilation panel
- Additional valance/mudwall for extra protection

**Colour Options:**
- Cool Blue
- Bubblegum Pink

**Floor Plan Side Elevation**

---

**BLACKOUT / CHILLOUT / PHAZEOUT**

- **Sleeps:** 2
- **Pitching:** Flysheet only
- **Hydrostatic Head:** 2000mm
- **Flysheet:** Polyester
- **Groundsheet:** SIG System PE
- **Inner Tent:** N/A
- **Poles:** Fibreglass
- **Weight:** 2.8kg Approx.
- **Height:** 135cm

**Features:**
- Geodesic design
- Sewn in groundsheet
- Front ‘D’ door
- Full secondary mesh door panel
- Two berth area
- Rear ventilation

**Colour Options:**
- Black
- Cool Blue
- Bubblegum Pink

**Floor Plan Side Elevation**

---

Available in three colour options, this geodesic monodome tent offers outstanding performance and stability. A fully sewn in groundsheet and a secondary mesh fly screen door to help keep the bugs out.

**Pack Size:**
- 61L x 15W x 15H cm

---

Simple and quick to erect single poled tepee style tent with sewn in groundsheet.
EUROPA 600 ACRYLIC

The Frame Tent with a twenty-first century makeover including a ‘Sunnntex’ technical acrylic coated flysheet.

FEATURES:
• Front ‘J’ door
• Stub canopy protection over front panel
• Side canopy panel
• Roll up front panel
• Front window with internal curtain
• Side window with internal curtain
• Upright kitchen extension
• Ventilation panel with zipped external cover to kitchen
• Three separate bedrooms 2+2+2
• Secondary mesh to bedroom ‘D’ doors
• Storage pockets to all bedrooms
• Sewn in PVC groundsheet to bedroom

COLOUR:
CHARCOAL/ GREY/ BLACK

Frame Tent

370
380
370
210
355
210
210
370
380
210
367
370

EUROPA 600 ACRYLIC
Sleeps: 6
Pitching: Flysheet first
Flysheet: 280gm Acrylic Coated ‘Sunnntex’
Groundsheet: PVC sewn into inner tents
Inner Tent: Polycotton
Poles: Steel
Weight: 43.5kg Approx.
Height: 210cm

Garden Tents

PARTY SHELTER 350 & 450

Pitching: Flysheet only
Flysheet: Polyester - UPF +50
Inner tent: N/A
Poles: Steel
Weight: 16.45kg/19.8kg Approx.
Height: 210cm/230cm
Side walls: Optional extra

The Party Shelter is ideal for any outdoor event or activity. This sturdy model is available in two sizes and features UV protection to shield you and your family from the sun’s harmful rays.

COLOUR: SILVER/ BLACK

PACK SIZE:
Canvas 110L x 29W x 26H cm
Poles 110L x 26W x 19H cm

PARTY SHELTER 350 & 450

PACK SIZE:
95L x 23W x 26H cm
350 Model

PACK SIZE:
105L x 27W x 27H cm
450 Model

UPF +50

FEATURES:
• Choice of two sizes available
• Over 12 or 20 square meters of protected area
• Easy and quick to set up
• Reflective metallic coated polyester flysheet
• UV 50+ protection reduces Ultraviolet exposure by 98%
• Side Walls with door zips available as optional extra
**DAY ROOM**

Pitching: Flysheet only  
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm  
Flysheet: 75D Polyester  
Groundsheet: PE Included  
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass  
Weight: 11kg Approx.  
Height: 230cm

**Features:**  
- Front and rear canopy doors  
- Two PVC windows with curtains  
- Two mesh ventilation panels with external cover  
- Groundsheet included  
- Colour matched to the SunnCamp tent range  
- Canopy poles included (one pair)

**DAY ROOM MINI**

Pitching: Flysheet only  
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm  
Flysheet: 75D Polyester  
Groundsheet: Not Included  
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass  
Weight: 8.9kg Approx.  
Height: 210cm

**Features:**  
- Front and rear canopy doors  
- PVC window with internal curtain to front door  
- Half ventilation/half window with external cover to rear door  
- Canopy poles included (one pair)  
- Two side ventilation with stiffened covers

A versatile utility tent colour matched to your SunnCamp Tent. Pitch alongside your tent for additional living or dining space or use in your garden, on picnics or at other outdoor events.

Multi-functional utility tent with four square meters of versatile space, two canopy doors, a front curtained window and a rear ventilation panel.

**Colour Options:**  
- Blue/Grey  
- Green/Grey  
- Espresso/Mushroom  
- Charcoal/Grey

**Pack Size:**  
71L x 22W x 22H cm
OUTHOUSE

Pitching: Flysheet only
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 5.6kg Approx.
Height: 235cm

FEATURES:
• Front stable door
• Ceiling ventilation
• Towel rail
• Overhead hammock holds gear, torch or Solar Shower
• Clear vinyl panels in roof for Solar Shower heating
• Shower inlet with velcro fastening
• Shower hanging point
• Waterproof vinyl pouch for toilet paper, watch etc
• Mesh pouch for holding shampoo, soap and toiletries
• Mesh lower panel for shower drainage and ventilation
• Engaged/vacant sign by entrance

COLOUR: BLACK/GREY

LULU XL

Pitching: Flysheet only
Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm
Flysheet: 75D Polyester
Poles: Fibreglass
Weight: 5kg Approx.
Height: 225cm

FEATURES:
• Front door
• Rear covered ventilation panel
• Engaged/vacant sign by entrance

COLOUR: BLACK/GREY
**WINDJAMMER**

Flysheet: 75D Polyester  
Poles: Steel  
Weight: 2.8kg Approx.  
Height: 140cm  
Length: 500cm

**COLOUR OPTIONS:**  
- GREEN/GREY  
- BLUE/GREY  
- ESPRESSO/MUSHROOM  
- GRAPE/GREY

**FEATURES:**  
- Colour matched to the SunnCamp tent range  
- High line window panel  
- Four steel poles  
- Guylines included

---

**WINDJAMMER PLUS**

Flysheet: 75D Polyester  
Poles: Steel  
Weight: 3.9kg Approx.  
Wall Height: 140cm  
Roof Height: 180cm Max  
Length: 500cm

**COLOUR OPTIONS:**  
- GREEN/GREY  
- BLUE/GREY  
- ESPRESSO/MUSHROOM  
- GRAPE/GREY

**FEATURES:**  
- Colour matched to the SunnCamp tent range  
- Sun Canopy roof panel  
- High line window panel  
- Four steel poles  
- Canopy poles included  
- Guylines included

---

**SUNNSHELTER**

Flysheet: 75D Polyester - UPF +50  
Poles: Steel & Fibreglass  
Width: 200cm  
Length: 200cm  
Roof Height: 140cm Max

**COLOUR:**  
- BLACK/SILVER

**FEATURES:**  
- Multi position, versatile Shelter  
- Windbreak panel included  
- Link two or more SunShelters together to increase protected area  
- Windbreak can be used independently to roof  
- Reflective metallic coated polyester flysheet  
- UV 50+ protection reduces Ultraviolet exposure by 98%  
- Flame Retardant

---

A five metre long windbreak to shield you from the breeze and provide added privacy, with a high line window to provide a clear view beyond the shielded area.

Innovative and flexible shelter for the beach or garden including a handy windbreak panel and offering protection from the sun’s harmful rays. Lightweight, compact, portable and offering four square meters of cover. Ideal for use in sun and showers.
**VERANO DL EXTENSION**
To Fit:
- Constellation 800 • Mercury 1000
- Shadow 800 DL • Shadow 600 DL • Shadow 400
- Invader 600 • Invader 800

**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
**Poles:** Steel
**Height:** 210cm
**Width:** 345cm
**Depth:** 185cm
**Weight:** 9.6kg Approx.
**Zip out front wall panel**

**COLOUR:** BLUE/GREY

---

**CONSTELLATION CANOPY**
To Fit:
- Constellation 800

**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
**Poles:** Aluminium
**Height:** 220cm
**Width:** 420cm
**Depth:** 250cm
**Weight:** 4.5kg Approx.

**COLOUR:** BLUE/GREY

---

**EVOLUTION DL EXTENSION**
To Fit:
- Evolution 400 Plus • Invader 400 • Elan 400 • Elan 200

**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
**Poles:** Steel
**Height:** 200cm
**Width:** 260cm
**Depth:** 160cm
**Weight:** 9.5kg Approx.
**Zip out front wall panel**

**COLOUR:** BLUE/GREY

---

**ELISE DL EXTENSION**
To Fit:
- Elise 400 DL

**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
**Poles:** Steel
**Height:** 200cm
**Width:** 260cm
**Depth:** 160cm
**Weight:** 9.5kg Approx.
**Zip out front wall panel**

**COLOUR:** ESPRESSO/MUSHROOM

---

**EVOLUTION 400 DOUBLE DOOR PORCH**
To Fit:
- Evolution 400 DL
- Evolution 400

**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
**Poles:** Steel & Fibreglass
**Height:** 200cm
**Width:** 150cm
**Weight:** 6kg Approx.

**COLOUR:** SILVER GREY

---

**KURO 700 EXTENSION**
To Fit:
- Kuro 700

**Flysheet:** 75D Polyester
**Poles:** Fibreglass
**Height:** 200cm
**Width:** 310cm
**Depth:** 270cm
**Weight:** 6.9kg Approx.
**Zip out front wall panel**

**COLOUR:** BLACK/GREY
SUN CANOPIES AND TENT EXTENSIONS
A range of Sun Canopies and Tent Extensions are now available to fit various models within the SunnCamp Tent Range. Full Details can be found on page 23.

FITTED TENT CARPETS
Our Made to Measure Fitted Tent Carpets are specially tailored to fit the living area of your SunnCamp tent. These cosy polyester flannel carpets have a foam mid layer to add warmth and comfort to your tent, reduce groundsheet noise and are fully washable with a durable heavy duty PVC backing. For added safety and peace of mind they are also flame retardant.

CANOPY POLE KITS
A number of SunnCamp tents feature canopy doors which can be used as protection against both sun and rain. This canopy pole kit comes as standard in some models but where it does not, can be purchased as an optional extra from your dealer by quoting the code DT0032.

FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEETS
Protect your ‘Sig System’ (Sewn in groundsheet) with our new ‘Made to Measure’ Footprint Groundsheets. Tailored to fit your SunnCamp tent, these fully eyeleted PE groundsheets sit between the ground and the base of your tent, reducing the chance of puncture while helping to keep the underside of your tent clean. For safety these Footprint Groundsheets are also flame retardant and come with their own carry bag with handle.

COORDINATED FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES
Co-ordinate your camping experience with products from the extensive range of accessories available from SunnCamp. Go to www.sunncamp.com to see the full range.